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KUWAIT: Kuwait’s health ministry said that 21 people tested positive
for COVID-19 in the last 24 hours, taking the caseload to 413,198. No
deaths of the virus were reported within the same period, keeping the
death toll at 2,465, the Ministry’s spokesman Dr Abdullah Al-Sanad said.
Total recoveries rose by 25 to 410,496, he added. There are 237 patients
receiving treatment at hospitals, in addition to 12 others at COVID-19
wards, he noted, pointing out that ICUs are currently clear from
COVID-related cases. Medical swabs conducted over the same period
reached 16,241, increasing the total tests to 5.2 million, he stated.

Meanwhile, Saudi Arabia reported one coronavirus death and 34
infections. According to the Saudi Health Ministry’s daily report, the
tallies of deaths and infections hit 8,828 and 549,950 respectively.
The number of recoveries hit 538,702 with the addition of 30 case,
added the report.

UAE reports single death 
In another development, the United Arab Emirates logged yester-

day, 77 new coronavirus infections. The Ministry of Health and Pre-

vention mentioned in press statement that total infections reached
741,720 whereas total deaths amounted to 2,145. The statement added
that 88 recoveries were recorded, taking the total up to 736,511.

Qatar infections 
Qatar Health Ministry announced yesterday 155 new confirmed

cases of COVID-19 in the last 24 hours. The ministry announced that
the total number of infections is 242,673. The ministry said that the
number of recoveries rose by 113, putting the total at 240,159. 

Europe cases
More than 1.5 million people have died from COVID-19 in Eu-

rope since the start of the coronavirus pandemic, an AFP tally of
official data showed yesterday as a number of countries reintroduce
measures to try to stem the spread. As of 1000 GMT, the official
death toll stood at 1,500,105 in a combined 52 countries since the
first fatality was recorded in the region in February, 2020, the data
showed. —Agencies

Kuwait records 21 new 
COVID cases, no deaths

Saudi reports one COVID-19 death, 34 infections

French Embassy marks 
‘International Day of 
French Teachers’  
By Ben Garcia 

KUWAIT: In celebration of its 60th years of diplomatic relations
with Kuwait, the Ambassador of France to Kuwait Claire Le Flecher
hosted an international Teacher’s Day reception in honor of the local
and expatriates French speaking teachers. “Nearly 60 years of
friendship - this year, we celebrate the 60th anniversary of diplo-
matic relations and friendship between France and Kuwait,” she told
the invited guests as she inaugurated the event.

She said the French language has been taught in Kuwait since
1966, when it was introduced into the school system. “I thank the
Ministry of National Education and the General Inspectorate for the
Teaching of the French Language, which together adhere to the
principles stipulated in the “cultural and artistic” cooperation agree-
ment of June 18, 1969, namely: “striving to organize and develop the
teaching of the French language in their educational institutions.” 

The envoy said there are more than 500 French teachers in the

public secondary school and nearly 200 teachers in private schools.
French is the third language taught in Kuwait, after Arabic and Eng-
lish, which indicates the existence of strong and lasting relations
between our two countries. “Approximately 30,000 learners each
year - public and private systems combined; Nearly 10,000 stu-
dents study French at the baccalaureate every year,” she said. 

“French is the language of the future in Kuwait - I congratulate
the teachers for their hard work, because together they make it pos-
sible to preserve the Francophone in Kuwait, which today has been
taken to the highest level by such personalities as the current Min-
ister of Foreign Affairs Sheikh Ahmed Nasser Al-Mohammed Al-
Sabah,” she said. 

Anwar Al-Khandari, General Technical instructor of French Lan-
guage in Kuwait congratulated French teachers in Kuwait for prop-
agating the language in this part of the world. “On November 25 of
each year, we celebrate the International Day of French Teachers.
It is an event for French teachers and all those who teach French all
over the world. The objective is to promote the profession of French
teacher through initiatives, activities and events that will create
bonds and solidarity. This friendly reception represents a meeting
place for French-speaking teachers in Kuwait, they exchange ideas,
encounter rich moments of discussions and share their experiences
and practices,” he said. 

The International Day of French Teacher’s Day is an event cre-
ated in 2019 at the initiative of the President of the French Republic
and carried by the International Federation of French Teachers.  

Kuwait fully 
committed to DoC 
KUWAIT: Minister of Oil and Minister of Higher Education Dr
Muhammad Al-Faris reaffirmed Kuwait’s support to the Declaration
of Cooperation (DoC) reached by OPEC and non-OPEC oil pro-
ducing countries in late 2016. Kuwait is open about the consultations
to be held during the upcoming meeting of the OPEC+ alliance, he
affirmed in a press release from the Ministry of Oil. Minister Al-Faris
will take part in the 35th Meeting of the Joint OPEC-Non-OPEC
Ministerial Monitoring Committee (JMMC), the 182nd OPEC min-
isterial meeting and the 23rd meeting of the OPEC+ alliance in early
December.

The State of Kuwait has yet to adopt a specific stance on these
important events since there is no specific tendency from the
OPEC+ alliance, according to the statement. The OPEC+ alliance
consultations help coordinate the stances of the member countries,
in the framework of the landmark DoC, in order to maintain stability
of the global oil market, it said, affirming Kuwait’s support to this
collective effort.

‘Reasonable levels’
Meanwhile, the head of the International Energy Agency has

called on OPEC and its allies to take measures to help bring oil
prices down to “reasonable levels”. “I very much hope to see in the
next meeting or meetings they... make the necessary steps in order
to comfort the global oil markets and help bring the prices down at
reasonable levels,” Fatih Birol told reporters.

The head of the IEA, which unites oil consuming nations, also
took aim at Russia over gas. “Russia can easily increase exports to
Europe about 15 percent... and significantly comfort the European
gas markets,” said Birol. Natural gas prices in Europe have surged
this year and Russia, the region’s major supplier, has been slow to
step up deliveries.

OPEC nations and their allies, including Russia, agreed in July to
slowly increase their oil output each month towards pre-pandemic
levels as the world economy recovers from the COVID-19 pandemic.
They have declined to move faster despite a jump in prices to over
$80 per barrel, a level that many analysts worry could undermine
the global economic recovery. They are due to review their strategy
at a meeting in December. 

‘Hypocritical’
The United States and a handful of other oil consuming nations

announced on Tuesday releases of supplies from their strategic pe-
troleum reserves. The move is aimed at blunting soaring prices at
the pump that are biting into consumers’ pocketbooks and pushing
up transportation costs. “The rise in oil prices is placing a burden
on consumers in these countries and also in several emerging coun-
tries,” Birol said. “It also puts additional pressure on inflation in a
period where economic recovery remains uneven and still faces a
number of risks,” he added.

Inflation is pushing central banks towards raising interest rates,
a move which would slow the global economic recovery as well as
dent oil demand. Global crude prices rose following the announce-
ment of the releases from strategic reserves as the move was less
ambitious than anticipated. Birol added the releases were not a col-
lective response by IEA members, which he said have happened
only three times due to major supply shocks like the 1991 Gulf War,
Hurricane Katrina and the Libyan civil war.—Agencies


